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Abstract 
We show that no power of a right n-Engel element in a group need be left n-Engel; even if the 
group is nilpotent. We describe the computer based methods by which the result was discovered. 
To K.W Gruenberg with best wishes for his retirement 
1. Introduction 
In 1953 Gruenberg [ 21 proved essentially the first result about infinite Engel groups- 
that a finitely generated soluble Engel group is nilpotent. Recall a group G is an Engel 
group if for each pair (g, h) of elements of G there is an n such that [ h, ng] = 1. 
Here we write [h,(n+l)g] = [[h,ng],g] and [h,lg] = [h,g] = h-‘g-‘hg. Atmuch 
the same time Schenkman [ 131 launched the study of Engel elements in groups. An 
element g of a group G is a left Engel element if for each h in G there is a positive 
integer n such that [ h,ng] = 1 and a right Engel element if for each h in G there is 
a positive integer II such that [g, nh] = 1. Schenkman showed that left Engel elements 
(which he called weakly central) in a locally finite group form a normal subgroup 
which is directly decomposable into its primary components. Baer [l] introduced the 
right Engel elements and proved that a right Engel element is left Engel in Noetherian 
groups (groups with maximal condition on subgroups) (Folgerung N) and in generalised 
soluble (hyperabelian) groups (Folgerung A). He left open the question of whether this 
is always true. 
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Following Gruenberg [3], g is a left n-Engel element if [h,ng] = 1 for all h in G 
and a right n-Engel element if [g, nh] = 1 for all h in G. Heineken [ 51 answered the 
question left open by Baer with a very neat argument (see [ 12, 12.3.11). Moreover, he 
proved that the inverse of a right n-Engel element is left (n + 1 )-Engel. 
This naturally raised the question: Is a right n-Engel element left n-Engel? As a first 
step, W. Kappe [ 81 (implicitly) proved: every right 2-Engel element is a left 2-Engel 
element. 
In 1970 Macdonald [9] showed that the answer is in general no by proving that for 
n > 2 and every prime divisor p of n there exists a finite metabelian p-group with a 
right n-Engel element which is not left n-Engel. 
We will denote the terms of the lower central series of a group G by m(G) where 
yt(G) = G and m+t(G) = [y,(G),Gl. 
Macdonald’s result was sharpened by L.-C. Kappe [7]. She showed that a right n- 
Engel element g of a metabelian group G is left n-Engel if yn+t (G) does not contain 
elements of prime order p 5 n - 1. Moreover she showed that for each n > 3 and each 
prime p 5 n - 1 there exists a finite metabelian p-group which contains an element 
which is right n-Engel but not left n-Engel. 
These results suggest the question: Is some power of a right n-Engel element left 
n-Engel? We show here that the answer is no-even in a quite constrained context. 
Theorem. For every n > 5 there is a group which 
- has a right n-Engel element a and an element b such that the commutator [b, na] 
has injinite order, 
- is nilpotent of class n + 2, 
- is abelian-by- (nilpotent of class 3)) 
- is (nilpotent of class 2) -by-cyclic. 
This is proved in Section 3. Clearly in these groups no power of a is left n-Engel. 
One of us has written a computer implementation of a nilpotent quotient algorithm 
(see [ 11,141). The program has been, in part, tested on groups satisfying Engel con- 
ditions. Related explorations suggested the theorem. The explorations are described in 
Section 2. The proof we give does not depend on any computer calculations (though its 
form is influenced by them). 
2. Computing with Engel elements 
Let a be a right n-Engel element. The question whether a power of [b, na] is the 
identity can obviously be decided in the subgroup generated by a and b. This question 
can be studied in a free group subject to the condition that it be generated by two 
elements, one of which is right n-Engel. For this let F be the free group on 2 generators 
x and y and let R, be the normal closure of {[x, nw] 1 w E F}. The subgroup generated 
by a and b is clearly a homomorphic image of E, = F/R, under the homomorphism 
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defined by x H a, y H b. In these terms Heineken has shown that the relations 
[ w, (n + 1 )x-l ] = 1 hold in E, for all w and W. Kappe has shown that the relations 
[w, x, x] = 1 hold in E2 for all w. 
A computer implementation of a nilpotent quotient algorithm was used in order to 
compute nilpotent quotients of E,, for small values of n in such a way that it was 
possible to compute the order of [ 6, na] explicitly. 
This implementation takes as input a finite presentation for a group G and a positive 
number c. It calculates a refinement of the lower central series for G/y,+, (G) with cyclic 
factors, chooses a generator for each of the factors and produces a finite presentation 
for G/y,+, (G) on these generators. The relations of the presentation are such that 
it is possible to compute a normal form for any given word on the generating set. 
Furthermore, the natural projection from G onto G/y,+1 (G) is calculated in terms of 
the images of the generators of the original presentation as words in the new generating 
set. The program outputs both the new presentation and the projection. This output can 
then be used to carry out computations within G/y,+1 (G). 
All the nilpotent quotients of E,, are finitely presentable. A convenient finite set of 
relations can be obtained by a variation of Lemma 3.5 in [ 61. This lemma is not directly 
applicable to the situation here because it makes a statement about groups defined by 
identical relations. The group E,, is not defined by identical relations since all relations 
contain the fixed generator X. However, the arguments in Section 3 of the above paper 
can be used readily to prove the following result. 
Lemma. Let G be a nilpotent group of class c generated by elements a, bl, . . . , bd. 
Then [a,ny] =lforally~Gif [a,ny] =lforally~Gsuch thatforallyisaword 
in a,a -‘,b,,b,‘,... ,bd,bd’ of length 1 < c. 0 
For a different application of Higman’s argument as well as some refinements for 
practical purposes see [ 41. 
The following results were obtained: 
n order of 1 b, na] 
2 1 
3 4 
4 60 
5 00 
We can deduce from the second and third lines the following corollary. 
Corollary. (a) In a locally nilpotent group that has no elements of order 2 every right 
3-Engel element is a left 3-Engel element. 
(b) In a locally nilpotent group that has no elements of order 2, 3 or 5 every right 
4-Engel element is a left 4-Engel element. 0 
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Observe that the proof of this result consists of just one calculation in each case, 
namely computing the order of [b, 3a] and [b, 4a] in the largest nilpotent quotients of 
the groups E3 and E4. For n = 5 it was observed that [b, 5a] is an element of infinite 
order already in the class 7 quotient of Es. This calculation was extended to show that 
[b,na] has infinite order in the class n + 2 quotient of E,, for II E {5,6,7,8,9}. This 
evidence suggested the result is true for all rz 2 5. By inspecting the output data of the 
nilpotent quotient program it became clear that it was possible to simplify the groups in 
three ways without making [b, nu] an element of finite order. The first simplification is 
to factor out all commutators that involve the generator b more than twice, the second 
is to make the fourth term of the lower central series abelian and the third is to make 
the commutators [b, (n + 1) a] and [b, na, b] trivial. 
3. The examples 
Most of the calculations are done in the group H defined as follows. Let F be the 
relatively free group, generated by {a, b}, with nilpotency class n+2 and y4( F) abelian. 
Let M be the (normal) subgroup of F generated by all commutators in a, b with at 
least 3 entries b and the commutators [b, (n + 1 )a] and [b, nu, b] . Then H = F/M. 
Note that the normal closure of b in H is nilpotent of class 2. 
We denote the generators of H by a, b again. Put 
t = [b,nu], uj=[b,(n-l-j)u,b,ju], O<j<n-2, 
n-2 n-3 
M.= n”.iT u = Lb-2, al 9 w= rI iujtal3 
j=O j=O 
and let N be the subgroup (tuw, t2w, uw). 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of: 
The element UN is right n-Engel in H/N and [b, nu] N has infinite order in H/N. 
Proof. We work in H and there prove 
(i) (t, u, u, w) is free abelian of rank 4, 
(ii) [a, nh] E N for all h in H, 
from which the result follows at once. The proof involves a series of commutator 
calculations based, as usual, on the basic identities 
[g, cdl = [g, 4 [g, cl [g, c> 4 3 
[c&g1 = [c,gl [c,g,dl f&g1 
to expand commutators with product entries; 
[kg1 = WC’, 
W’,gl = [h,gl-‘[h,g,h-ll-l 
to reorder and to extract inverses: 
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[hk,hl,..., h,l = [h,hl,...,h,l 
for k in Y,,+~-~(H) to allow appropriate terms to be deleted; and 
[g,d,cl = [g,c,dl [g> [d,cllk 
where k is a product of commutators of weight at least 4 with entries g, c and d (the 
Jacobi-Witt identity) to permute entries. 
Proof of (i). The theory of basic commutators (see, for example, [lo] ) shows that 
H is torsion-free and Ye is free abelian with basis 
[b,(i+l)ul, [b,iu,bl, [b,.b,[b,all, [b,ka,[b,2all, 
where 2 5 i 5 n - 1, 2 5 j 5 n - 1, 3 < k 5 n - 2. (So H has polycyclic (Hirsch) 
length 4n - 5.) Clearly (t, u) is free abelian of rank 2 modulo yn+2( H) H” (the latter 
is the second term of the derived series) and (u, w) 5 yn+2( H). So it suffices to prove 
(u, w) is free abelian of rank 2. Put 
xj=[b,(n-2-j)u,[b,u],ju], O<j<n-4, 
yj=[b,(n-3-j)u,[b,2u],ju], O<jIn-6. 
Using the Jacobi-Witt identity and y4( H) abelian, gives 
Yj = YOt 
min(j,n-5) 
xj = xOYO 
Uj = UOXO min(j,n-3)y{, 
where 
j<n-4, 
N= 
- 1, j=n-3,n-2. 
Hence 
u = [6, (n - l>u, [b,u]]“-*[b, (n - 2)u, [b,2ull”, 
w=[b,(n-l)u,[b,ull~~b,~n-2~u,~b,~ull”, 
where 
A= 
n-2 ( > 2 -1, +), V=(“;‘>-l* 
Since {[b, (n - l)u, [b,u]], [b, (n - 2)u, [b,2u]]} is a basis of m+:!(H), it follows 
that u and w are independent as required. 
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Proof of (ii). Repeated expansion gives that 
[a,nhk] = [a,nh] 
for all h in H and k in y3( H). So it suffices to consider h of the form a”@ [ b, a] 7. 
Expanding 
[a, na”bqb, u]Y] 
in terms of uabP, lb, al y gives 
n-1 
[u,nu”bP[b,u]Y] [u,nunbP]--I = n[u, (n - 1 -j>u%? [b,ulY,junbP]. 
j=O 
Then expanding in terms of an, bfi gives 
=rI [a, bp, (n - 2 - j)u”, [b,u]‘,j8] 
j=O 
n-2 
X I-I [a, Lb, alY, (n - 2 -Au”, bp,ju”] [a, [b,ulY, (n - l)u”]. 
j=O 
The last term is trivial. The powers can be taken out of the other terms by linearity. 
Using the Jacobi-Witt identity gives 
n-2 
= (n[b,(n- 1-j)u,[b,ul,jul[b,(n-j~u,b,jul)-a”~2py 
j=O 
n-2 
= (n[b.(n-1-j)u,b,(j+l)ul)-.“-*” 
j=O 
= (UW)_” "-2PY . 
So [u,nuabfl[b,u]“][u,nuab~]-’ EN. 
Finally we show that 
[u,nuabP] E N. 
The details depend to some extent on the signs of LY and /3. We outline here only the 
case CY and p positive. Expanding in terms of an, bp gives 
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[a,na”bP] = [a,@, (n - l)a”] 
n-2 
X 
II 
[a, bp, (n - 2 - j)u” bP ju”] 1 7 
j=O 
n-2 
X ~[u,@,(n- 1 -j)u”,bP,jau]. 
j=O 
45 
Using [g, ds] = [g, d] ‘[g, 2d] (i) k where k is a product of commutators with at least 
three entries d and 6 is positive, gives 
[a, nu”bP] 
=t 
_a!#-lp*_n”-2p2 
[b,u,b, (n - l)~]~~(f) 
n-2 
x n([b,(n- j)a,b,ju]“-2-i[b,(n- 1 -j)u,b,(j+l)a]j)(T)@ 
j=O 
n-2 
- 
,n--3 
X 
I-I 
[b, (n - j)a, b,jalnzPz 
i=O > 
= (t”2a,~8’,a’(~)+(;)~~~a*~2(~~)(fl-3)(~)~~)-~”-3 
= ( (~2W)~(~)-(~)P(~*w)~~z(U,)~‘(~)+(~-2)(~)~*)-~n--3, 
which is in N as required. 
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